Course plan - Deep Dive into Entrepreneurship
Campus C

Blackbox

Blackbox

Blackbox

Blackbox

Monday, August 5, 2019

Tuesday, August 6, 2019

Wednesday, August 7, 2019

Thursday, August 8, 2019

Friday, August 9, 2019

Welcome. Introduction to course, teachers, exam
and curriculum. Præsentation af STAK og
forløbet. Hvad er det for et forløb?,
Baggrunden for forløbet,
Tværfaglige tilgang,
Sociale arrangementer.

Revelation of the framing: Active
citizenship. Afsløring af emne:
Medborgerskab
Hvad betyder det?
Hvad betyder det for jer? →
refleksionsøvelse
Medborgerskab er et emne, ikke
en case.

Risk assessment, pricing of a
product and crowdfunding.
Identificer tre områder ud fra
jeres BMC, hvor der kan være
nogle faldgruber.
Prissætning:
Cost, Demand, Competition,
Launching,
Crowdfunding.

Warm Welcome Society ved
Rene Dybdal

09-10: Sorter og evaluer ideer:
Vælg en ide og snak om hvad
den skal handle om

9:00

Weekend

Blackbox

Campus C

Campus C

Campus C

Campus C

Monday, August 12, 2019

Tuesday, August 13, 2019

Wednesday, August 14, 2019

Thursday, August 15, 2019

Friday, August 16, 2019

Idea validation: Theory about
testing approaches. Idea
validation:
Forskellige måder at teste:
Kvalitativt/kvantitativt

Triple model Canvas

Resten af tiden planlægger de
deres test

Class discussion of testing
results. Kig på resultater fra
gårsdagens test:
Evaluer og reflekter
Individuelt i grupperne.
Fem typiske
biases/forudindtagelser

Weekend

Reflection on process and
personal developement
exercises. Refleksion over
proces og personlig udvikling:
Øvelser, der kan hjælpe dem
med at reflektere over det
Teamdynamik:
Har jeg haft den rolle, som jeg
troede jeg ville have?
Overvej teamdynamik i gruppen.
Er der noget, der skulle have
været anderledes?

Finish your ideas and portfolio.
Arbejde på portfolio og produkt.
Genopfriske eksamenskrav
Prepare for the exam

9:10 Studentermedhjælpere siger hvad de laver
på sommerskolerne
9:30 Lean Start-up:
Introduktion til feltet
De 5 principper
Evt. øvelser hertil

9:30 Navneleg:
Navn og association med forbogstav:
Martine Mælkeskummer

9:45 Præsentation af ugen + Pensum,
Arbejdsgang, Eksamen,
Portfolioformat:
Produkt
BMC
Billeder, refleksioner,
Arbejdspapirer

What is innovation and entrepreneurship. Hvad er
innovation og entrepreneurship?
Hvad er forskellene og hvad er lighederne?
Fremlæggelse af testresultater
på klassen:
Hvad fandt vi og hvad lærte vi af
det?

Veksel mellem små refleksionsøvelser og lidt teori
på begreberne
Oplæg "Vi gør det sgu" - af
Handlemod

10:00

Brain activity: How do we think creative? Hvad er
kreativitet?
Hvordan gør man det?

Problem identification theoretical
intro

12:00 Lunch break

Lunch break

Team creation and formation: Who am I in a
team? How to create the perfect team? Team
formation:
Team-typer
Forklare teamdynamikker
Hvordan er man en god teamplayer?
Hvad indebærer det at være et team?
Hvad er kompetencer?
Hvad kan være kompetencer?

Weekend

Class critique on ideas.
Feedback på klassen:
Hjælpe og ikke kritisere.
Hvordan kan vi hjælpe hinanden?
Co-creation

11:00

Problem identification: Exercises
in teams.
Intro til øvelseskompendium

Lunch break

Exercises for developing ideas.
Vi introducerer til idéudvikling
Tænke i anderledes baner.
Divergent/ konvergent Horisontalt/vertikalt

Lunch break

Business model canvas:
Introduktion

Eksamen
teampræsentation af produkt pitch (10-12 min)

Lunch break

Class discussion: What have we
learned? What has been usefull?
Klassediskussion:
Hvad har vi lært af processen?
Hvad kan man gøre bedre?
Weekend

Plan how will you test your idea?

Weekend

Lunch break

Continue working on ideas.
Hvordan kan vi gøre den bedre?
Hvordan kan vi implementere
nogle af de gode ideer?

13:00

Test your idea. Ud og teste af.

Lunch break

New business model canvas.
What has changed since you
made it last time? Kig på BMC
igen
Er der noget vi skal
revurdere/ændre?’

Lunch break

Lunch break

Lunch break (30 min)

Pitching theories.

Weekend

Create pitches for Friday.

Portfolio: Generel feedback på
portfolio

Create teams. Teams bliver dannet
Teambuilding øvelse.
Define your idea. Work on BMC.
Reflect on your idea through
BMC

Lær teamet at kende
14:00

14:45 Check-out

Check-out

Check-out

Check-out

Weekend

Check-out

Weekend

Evaluation of the course

Check-out

Check-out

Check-out

Check-out

Check-out

Meet the World
VIA Summer School

VIA University College

Denmark

JOIN THE INTERNATIONAL
SUMMER SCHOOL
Entrepreneurship – Deep Dive into Entrepreneurship
en.via.dk/summerschools

Meet the World
VIA Summer School

VIA University College

Denmark

Entrepreneurship
– Deep Dive into Entrepreneurship
In this course, you will be introduced to concepts that will
give students the essential knowledge needed to either
start their own business or join a start-up.
The Deep Dive into Entrepreneurship course is all about your
start-up, establishing it, running it, and managing it. This course
uses the ”lean business platform” and the theory behind the
”Lean Start-up” concept to give students the essential knowledge
needed to either start their own business or join a start-up.
Students will get hands-on skills, which they can use in any startup or to start their own business. Every student will practice
these skills inclass by building a real start-up business based
on their own idea. The course will also cover traditional new
venture development and the entrepreneurial process (problem
identification, innovation, business plans, fund raising and
launching). In addition, the essential knowledge derived from
research in entrepreneurship covering proven keys to success,
as well as scientific research about what it takes as an individual
and a group to succeed in entrepreneurship will be included.

Learn about Denmark the fun way
In the afternoons and evenings, VIA Summer School will arrange
a variety of social and cultural events to expand your knowledge
of Denmark and Aarhus and to promote cultural exchange
between students from many countries. You can decide for
yourself the extent to which you want to participate in these
activities. The final programme will be sent to participants in VIA
Summer School in due time before classes begin.

Venue
This summer school course takes place in the centre of Aarhus at
VIA University College, Campus Aarhus C, Ceresbyen 24,
DK-8000 Aarhus C, Denmark.

Sign up
Sign up for the summer school before May 1.

Learn more at en.via.dk/summerschools

Teaching style
The pedagogical approach of this summer school is an actionreflection theory, which means that we are always testing
learning and theory through practical exercises. The teaching
will be workshop based with a mix of short theoretical lectures,
presentations of – and training in – tools, and reflection on the
learning. In addition, you will work with and get inspiration from
other participants and you will get the opportunity to work on
your own projects as well.

Prerequisites
Students must have completed 1,5 years of study at bachelor
level to participate.

The summer school is a 2-week intensive course. The course
generates 5 ECTS credits. The award of these ECTS credits is
subject to agreement with your home university or college.
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Course period and ECTS

Welcome!
VIA Summer School: Deep Dive into Entrepreneurship

5. of August, VIA Campus C, 2019
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Who are we?

Student Task Force for Creativity

5. of August, 2019
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The teachers
Frederik Kold Knudsen
• BA in IT Product Design
• Currently finishing a master in
IT Product Development
• Teaching physical design,
product development and
ideation processes for the last
two years at Aarhus University.
• Chairman of STAK
3

The teachers
Martine Svit
• Degree in hospitality mangement
• PBA in Innovation and
entrepreneurship
• Experienced workshop facilitator in
the field of innovation and
entrepreneurship
• Currently working at Aarhus
Kunsthal
4

The teachers
Sofie Reimer-Walsted
• Cand.mag in Aesthetics and
culture
• Experienced AU teacher and
project coordinator specialized in the field of arts &
culture mediation and children
& youth culture projects
• Currently working at Aros and
Kulturprinsen
5

The teachers
Freja Devantié
• Currently finishing Cand.mag in
Aesthetics and culture
• Specialized in movie culture
and TV production
• Experienced press coordinator
- Doc Lounge Aarhus
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The teachers
Natasja Jensen
• BA in Design culture and
Economics
• Currently finishing a master in
Digital Design
• Experienced in communication
and content creation
• Working within the field of
design and technology
7

The teachers
Nadja Solem Solgaard
• BA in History and Museology
• Studying Cand.mag in
Experience Economy
• Internship at Aarhus Museum
of Natural History
• Certified cultural project leader
from Frontløberne
8

STAKs mission
•

Promote the understanding that creativity, entrepreneurship and
entrepreneurial spirit not only belong to one particular discipline
but exist in all disciplines

•

Create space and an opportunity for interdisciplinary
experimentation and academic diversity
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10
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Deep Dive into entrepreneurship
What will you experience in this course?
• Focus on interdisciplinarity
• Focus on the process
• Focus on teamwork
• Focus on combining theoretical and practical practice
• Frustration
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Process: Build, Measure, Learn
Based on Lean Start-up.
3. fases to the course:
• Build
• Measure
• Learn
13

STUDENT
HELPERS
14

Social Programme
https://en.via.dk/programmes/summer-schools/social-programme

15

NAME GAME
With Natasja Jensen

16

VIA Summer School: Deep Dive into
Entrepreneurship

Course details,
exam, portfolio,
day-to-day
programme etc.
6. of August, VIA Campus C,
2019
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Course description
”The Deep Dive into Entrepreneurship course is all about your start-up, establishing it,
running it, and managing it. This course uses the ”lean business platform” and the theory
behind the "Lean Start-up" concept to give students the essential knowledge needed to
either start their own business or join a start-up.
Students will get hands-on skills, they can use in any start-up or to start their own
business. Every student will practice these skills in-class by building a real start-up
business based on their own idea. The course will also cover traditional new venture
development and the entrepreneurial process (problem identification, innovation,
business plans, fundraising and launching).
In addition, the essential knowledge derived from entrepreneurship research covering
proven keys to success, as well as scientific research about what it takes as an individual
and a group to succeed in entrepreneurship will be included.”
- Deep dive into Entrepreneurship: About the programme
(https://en.via.dk/programmes/business/deep-dive-into-entrepreneurship-summer-school?fbclid=IwAR1SZ2nbSCVu0fyilZiBl
_q6TQli5hqcVKNp1d5A1K3zjX5c2la0KTL-s4k)
5. of August, 2019
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Learning outcomes
•

•
•
•
•
•

Learn useful basics of problem identification, idea formation &
brainstorming, idea validation, risk assessment, launching, pricing and
crowdfunding.
Gain the latest knowledge from scientific research about startups,
including definition of entrepreneurship and more.
Learn about team creation and team dynamics.
Gain practical skills and experience starting a real business based on
your own ideas.
Gain practical skills and experience in lean business platform.
Presenting your startup to a panel.

- Deep dive into Entrepreneurship: About the programme
(https://en.via.dk/programmes/business/deep-dive-into-entrepreneurship-summer-school?fbclid=Iw
AR1SZ2nbSCVu0fyilZiBl_q6TQli5hqcVKNp1d5A1K3zjX5c2la0KTL-s4k)
5. of August, 2019
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Pedagogical approach
”The pedagogical approach of this summer school is an action-reflection
theory, which means that we are always testing learning and theory
through practical exercises. The teaching will be workshop based with a mix
of short theoretical lectures, presentations of – and training in – tools, and
reflection on the learning.
In addition, you will work with and get inspiration from other participants
and you will get the opportunity to work on your own projects as well.”
-

Deep dive into Entrepreneurship: About the programme
(https://en.via.dk/programmes/business/deep-dive-into-entrepreneurship-summer-school?fbclid=IwAR1SZ2nbSCVu0fyilZiBl_q6T
Qli5hqcVKNp1d5A1K3zjX5c2la0KTL-s4k)

Goethe

5. of August 2019
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Exam
3 parts to the exam:
• Individual portfolio which must include your Business Model Canvas and your
concept’s relation to the Lean Start-up method. You will receive written
feedback on your portfolio (max 30 pages)
• Written reflection on your process. Length: 0.5 - 1 page (1200- 2400 characters
including spacing. Footnotes are not included in the characters)
• Oral presentation in front of examiners – (10-12 min pitch + 10 min feedback
from examiners).
Goethe

5. of August 2019
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Why the portfolio?
•

Portfolio is a valuable and appreciated tool.

•

Creative freedom which allows you to express yourself and your skill set.

•

Can be transformed into a business card representing you and your business.

•

Example:
https://natasjasportfolio.squarespace.com

5. of August 2019
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Portfolio format
•

Process-oriented: Remember to show your process and progress.

•

The portfolio may take any shape or form. Pick the one you think suits the concept
best.

•

Visual thinking – Include pictures, tactile impressions, impressions.

•

Must include: your Business model canvas and thoughts about the concept’s relation
to Lean Start-up theory.
5. of August 2019
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Portfolio format
•

Portfolio must be self-explanatory. It must be possible to read and understand
without you being present → mix of text and pictures.

•

Must include 0.5-1 page reflection about a particular part of your process that you
found especially interesting.

•

Remember to work on your portfolio as we go – you will have to turn it in Thursday
the 15th of august 12 AM (mid-day).

5. of August 2019
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Portfolio format – example 1

5. of August 2019
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Portfolio format - example

5. of August 2019
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Portfolio format – example 2

5. of August 2019
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Portfolio format – example 2

5. of August 2019
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Portfolio format – example 3

5. of August 2019
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Portfolio format – example 2

5. of August 2019
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Portfolio format – example 2

5. of August 2019
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Portfolio format – example 2

5. of August 2019
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Day-to-day programme
Time: 9.00 - 15.00
Location 1: VIA Campus C, A building, 5th floor, room 05
Location 2: BlackBox, Jægergårdsgade 154C, 8000 Aarhus
After 15.00 o’clock: Social events

5. of August 2019
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Monday - VIA Campus C

Time

Activity

9-10

Intro to the course + each other

10-11

What is innovation + entrepreneurship?

11-12

How do we think creatively?

12-13

LUNCH

13-15

Team dynamics and team formation

5. of August 2019
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Tuesday - BlackBox

Time

Activity

9-12

Revelation of the thematical framework + exploration of the
framework

12-13

LUNCH

13-15

Problem identification. Exercises in teams

5. of August 2019
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Wednesday - BlackBox

Time

Activity

09.00 - 09.30

Inspirational talk: Warm Welcome Society

09.30 - 11.00

Introduction to Lean Start-up

11.00 - 12.00

Inspirational talk: Aarhus Soundsystem

12.00 - 13.00

LUNCH

13.00 - 15.00

Idea generation. Creating and developing ideas

5. of August 2019
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Thursday - BlackBox

Time

Activity

09.00 - 11.00

Wrapping up idea generation and sorting and evaluating ideas

11.00 - 12.00

Introduction to Business Model Canvas

12.00 - 13.00

LUNCH

12.00 - 13.00

Working with Business Model Canvas

13.00 - 15.00

Idea generation. Creating and developing ideas

5. of August 2019
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Friday - Campus C

Time

Activity

09.00 - 10.00

Risk assessment, pricing of a product, crowdfunding and
launching

11.00 - 12.00

Introduction to Triple Model Canvas

12.00 - 13.00

LUNCH

13.00 - 15.00

Continue working on ideas. Nerd alert!

5. of August 2019
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Monday - BlackBox

Time

Activity

09.00 - 12.00

Idea validation and testing approaches. Preparing for own tests

12.00 - 13.00

LUNCH

13.00 - 15.00

Test your idea

5. of August 2019
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Tuesday - Campus C

Time

Activity

09.00 - 12.00

Evaluate and reflect upon testing results. Class discussion of
testing results.

12.00 - 13.00

LUNCH

13.00 - 15.00

Revaluation of Business Model Canvas

5. of August 2019
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Wednesday - Campus C

Time

Activity

09.00 - 12.00

Reflection upon process, team dynamics and personal
development.

12.00 - 13.00

LUNCH

13.00 - 15.00

Pitching theories and exercises

5. of August 2019
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Thursday - Campus C

Time

Activity

09.00 - 12.00

Finishing up concepts and portfolio. Portfolio must be turned in
at 12.00 ‘clock before lunch

12.00 - 13.00

LUNCH

13.00 - 15.00

Finishing up pitches for Friday

5. of August 2019
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Friday - Campus C

Time

Activity

09.00 - 12.00

Exam: pitches + feedback

12.00 - 13.00

LUNCH

13.00 - 15.00

Evaluation

5. of August 2019
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Any questions?
Frederik Knudsen:
● Mail: fknudsen@stakaarhus.dk
● Phone: +45 24 83 79 85

Sofie Reimer-Walsted:
● Mail: sreimer-walsted@stakaarhus.dk
● Phone: +45 60 57 11 93

5. of August 2019
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